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The parts of the model are built like a real musical instrument. So you build a copy with front and back cover. Then add the gears, techniques, wheels, strings, keyboards, and more. Due to the gear for the reduction of peg tune, the tune strings and drone strings sound fine, pure and balanced. With a special system to control the pitch of
the strings without effort. Ugears keep expanding the creative world of hobby and opening an assembly process as an exciting game. Inspired by the art of Celtic and Scandinavian medieval crafts and enriched by intelligent engineering of the centuries XXI Ugears is introduced – Hurdy-Gurdy - the first music model in the mechanical
world and the genuine gem of the collection. It's the most extraordinary mechanical kit that is all-in-one: models for self-assembly, gaming and completely drained musical instruments. Hurdy-Gurdy's play dancers tune, from folk to modern, being the bridge between the medieval times and the present day. The unique mixture of the joy of
creation, playing music, and engineering and design. Just build it together with your own hands and feel like Stradivari or a popular Hurdy-Gurdy star! Ugears Hurdy-Gurdy-Gurdy was successfully launched on Kickstarter in July, 2017 on the Hurdy-Gurdy: The surdy-gurdy story is a string instrument that produces a sound similar to one in
a bagpis by a hands-back wheel brushed against the same working strings as well as a violence and a fit bowl. The history of this instrument begins in the 15th century. One of the earliest forms of the surdy-gurdy was the organism (a portable organ) in Europe Medieval. After some modification it became a common instrument among
musicians travelling to England and going through its Renaissance period in later 17th-18th centuries as more of the noble musical instrument for the entertainment of the rich. Those musical instruments were decorated by crafts and inlays and caring and the built-in mechanism of the guitar or body liter. Some call the music Hurdy-Gurdy
a medieval rock n roll, which we get pretty cool. He captured us and we decided to create the Ugears' version of Hurdy-Gurdy's. Insights based on the 15th Century organizer, Ugears created a detailed entricatement, fully functional mechanical version of this medieval instrument. The finished model looks remarkably alongside the original
16th century pasting, giving it a medieval aesthetic wonderful. This attractive model and education has a very detailed decoration excuse in the body crafted in romantic style and turns the assembly and process play into an exciting game and brings you hours of fun and fun. The Hurdy-Gurdy engineering design of the Hurdy-Gurdy
Ugears is based on the original prototype, therefore, it includes the body, front and back masses, gears, marks (sleeves), wheels, necks, wicked pegs or break-pens, strings and tangent boxes that all together form a beautiful instrument. That's self-assembled Music model is super easy to play, creating sounds as the brushed hands-back
rub against tune and strings strings. The Hurdy Ugears - Gurdy's pegs have a gear mechanism for funeral reduction mechanisms to tune and bumble strings. For a more clear sound you can change to the bumblebee string by using a little levers from the keyboard. Also we added the gear reduction mechanism to the technical (handle)
increased number of wheel rotations. This allows us to find a sleek and rich sound and preserve the compact size of the model itself. 6 keys are spring-loaded with tire cords and little markings in the keyboard to ensure softer and more convenient play. Also the Hurdy-Gurdy Ugears has a special mechanism to adjust the height of both
strings (tune and string strings) on the bridge and mechanism beautiful planets inside the body. The length of the tune and the bumblebee string is 1.8 mm (from bridge to the black). The length of the strings between the middle of the wheel the bridge is 30 mm. Assembly Hurdy-Gurdy Ugears Hurdy-Gurdy comes with everything needed
for assembly. All the pieces are precut in the plywood boards and are easily removed for assembly after the detailed instructions provided. The only non-stick parts, by necessity, are the two strings that are brushed against the walk markings wheel and the wheels are used to guarding it. Estimated turnout time at the Hurdy-Gurdy Ugears
is 4-5 hours for beginners with less time for professional builders. Assemble without rainual or special tools and without toothpicks. The tuning Hurdy-Gurdy model has a string tune for playing tune with a string of stringers for a background sound. 6 keys match the Note 6 that was played by pushing the key while the krank reroves. The
Keys release provided one more, seventh, score. The second string (bumblebee) is tuned by the unison tune of the tune string or to any melodical interval (quarter, left, octagon). The construction hole includes pieces of the wheel's wax rosin and enhancing the sound. Playing Hurdy-Gurdy's Hurdy-Gurdy by Ugears is a full-wrap musical
instrument. It's easy to play tune dancing, from folk to modern. To start the color music, the player just needs to drink the sleeve with one hand to kick a beehive sound from the stringer and tune strings. Push the logs buttons and the fingers on the other hand to change the pitch to the tune string, as spring-loaded wooden blocks
essentially shorter the string. Ugears will include some tablature and the holes to get newbies cut off to a flying starter. The instruction manual and a dedicated landing page Hurdy-Gurdy on Ugears website ugearsmodels.com will also include folk music (tablatur), tips for assembling, tuning and playing Hurdy-Gurdy-Gurdy and music
lessons in playing Hurdy-Gurdy. Ugears Hurdy-Gurdy brings the unforgettable time to work together on things that are popular among people of age. Just put it together and you are ready to cast original part provides a new move to whatever music you like - whether it is folk or modern - play the new Hurdy-Gurdy-Gurdy solo, threesome
or quarter. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its Affiliate Regular Price C$109.90 Model Size: 15,7 * 6.5 * 8.7 in (40* 16.5 * 22 cm) Package Size: 14.9 * 6.7 * 2 (1 37,8* 17* 5 cm) Number of components: 292 Estimated time for assembly: 4-5 hour Ugears keep expanding the creative world of hobby and opening an assembly process as
an exciting game. Inspired by the art of Celtic and Scandinavian medieval crafts and enriched by intelligent engineering of the centuries XXI Ugears is introduced – Hurdy-Gurdy - the first music model in the mechanical world and the genuine gem of the collection. It's the most extraordinary mechanical kit that is all-in-one: models for self-
assembly, gaming and completely drained musical instruments. Hurdy-Gurdy's play dancers tune, from folk to modern, being the bridge between the medieval times and the present day. The unique mixture of the joy of creation, playing music, and engineering and design. Just build it together with your own hands and feel like Stradivari or
a popular Hurdy-Gurdy star! Ugears Hurdy-Gurdy-Gurdy was successfully launched on Kickstarter in July, 2017 DOWNLOAD MANUAL on The Hurdy-Gurdy: The surdy-gurdy story is a string instrument that produces a sound seems one in a bagpi by a hands-back wheel brushed against the strings working similar to a violence and a
physical bowl. The history of this instrument begins in the 15th century. One of the earliest forms of the surdy-gurdy was the organism (a portable organ) in Europe Medieval. After some modification it became a common instrument among musicians travelling to England and going through its Renaissance period in later 17th-18th
centuries as more of the noble musical instrument for the entertainment of the rich. Those musical instruments were decorated by crafts and inlays and caring and the built-in mechanism of the guitar or body liter. Some call the music Hurdy-Gurdy a medieval rock n roll, which we get pretty cool. He captured us and we decided to create
the Ugears' version of Hurdy-Gurdy's. Insights based on the 15th Century organizer, Ugears created a detailed entricatement, fully functional mechanical version of this medieval instrument. The finished model looks remarkably alongside the original 16th century pasting, giving it a medieval aesthetic wonderful. This attractive model and
education has a very detailed decoration excuse in the body crafted in romantic style and turns the assembly and process play into an exciting game and brings you hours of fun and fun. The Hurdy-Gurdy engineering design of the Hurdy-Gurdy Ugears is based on the original prototype, therefore, it includes the body, front and back
masses, gears, marks (sleeves), wheels, necks, peg villains or break-pins, strings and tangent boxes that all together form a beautiful one This self-assembled mechanical music model is super easy to play, creating sounds as the hands-back wheels rub against tune and strings are bumblebee. The Hurdy Ugears - Gurdy's pegs have a
gear mechanism for funeral reduction mechanisms to tune and bumble strings. For a more clear sound you can change to the bumblebee string by using a little levers from the keyboard. Also we added the gear reduction mechanism to the technical (handle) increased number of wheel rotations. This allows us to find a sleek and rich
sound and preserve the compact size of the model itself. 6 keys are spring-loaded with tire cords and little markings in the keyboard to ensure softer and more convenient play. Also the Hurdy-Gurdy Ugears has a special mechanism to adjust the height of both strings (tune and string strings) on the bridge and mechanism beautiful planets
inside the body. The length of the tune and the bumblebee string is 1.8 mm (from bridge to the black). The length of the strings between the middle of the wheel the bridge is 30 mm. Assembly Hurdy-Gurdy Ugears Hurdy-Gurdy comes with everything needed for assembly. All the pieces are precut in the plywood boards and are easily
removed for assembly after the detailed instructions provided. The only non-stick parts, by necessity, are the two strings that are brushed against the walk markings wheel and the wheels are used to guarding it. Estimated turnout time at the Hurdy-Gurdy Ugears is 4-5 hours for beginners with less time for professional builders. Assemble
without rainual or special tools and without toothpicks. The tuning Hurdy-Gurdy model has a string tune for playing tune with a string of stringers for a background sound. 6 keys match the Note 6 that was played by pushing the key while the krank reroves. The Keys release provided one more, seventh, score. The second string
(bumblebee) is tuned by the unison tune of the tune string or to any melodical interval (quarter, left, octagon). The construction hole includes pieces of the wheel's wax rosin and enhancing the sound. Playing Hurdy-Gurdy's Hurdy-Gurdy by Ugears is a full-wrap musical instrument. It's easy to play tune dancing, from folk to modern. To
start the color music, the player just needs to drink the sleeve with one hand to kick a beehive sound from the stringer and tune strings. Push the logs buttons and the fingers on the other hand to change the pitch to the tune string, as spring-loaded wooden blocks essentially shorter the string. Ugears will include some tablature and the
holes to get newbies cut off to a flying starter. The instruction manual and a dedicated landing page Hurdy-Gurdy on Ugears website ugearsmodels.com will also include folk music (tablatur), tips for assembling, tuning and playing Hurdy-Gurdy-Gurdy and music lessons to play Hurdy-Gurdy-Gurdy-Gurdy
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